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5 claims, 5 questions
• Claim 1: The VAT/GST is a bad tax that should not be implemented

– Question 1: Why is the VAT “bad” and what is a superior consumption tax?

• Claim 2: Public waste (by any reasonable definition) causes far greater 
economic loss than, for example, corruption
– Question 2: What is public waste and how to reduce it?

• Claim 3: Few public finance specialists are familiar with the economic 
principles of the government’s main financial tool, the budget. (This is partly 
because it is not covered in most public finance texts or courses.)
– Question 3: What are the basic economic principles of the government 

budget?

• Claim 4: Since broad-based taxes (on income of firms/individuals or on 
consumption/sales) cause economic inefficiency they should be a last resort 
and used as sparingly as possible.
– Question 4: What major non- or less distorting public revenue sources are 

available?

• Claim 5: Most developing countries, India included, have been attempting 
to protect their national interest in the Global Fiscal Commons without any 
systematic strategy or with an incorrect strategy
– Question 5: What is the Global Fiscal Commons? What are key elements of a 

strategy to protect national interest in it?
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Why is the VAT “bad” and what is a 
superior consumption tax?

Tax theory and the VAT
• VAT non-taxation of intermediate inputs does not have 

strong support in theory as an optimal tax, especially 
with imperfect markets
– Diamond-Mirrlees (1971) production efficiency theorem – it is 

optimal not to tax productive inputs

– Stiglitz-(Partha) Dasgupta (1971) critique: taxing intermediate 
goods may be optimal if Diamond-Mirrlees assumptions are 
relaxed, including when some producers have monopoly power

– Das-Gupta, Keen-Ligthart, Emran-Stiglitz (all 2005): there exist 
cases with imperfect competition or informal markets where VAT 
is not optimal and intermediates should be taxed or VAT should 
not be used

• Emran-Stiglitz has been effectively critiqued by Keen (2008) and 
Boadway-Sato (2009)
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Why GST is still advocated

• Removes cascading of taxes: CASCADING: tax is paid by 
purchasers on taxes built into prices paid for inputs.

• Does not stand up to close examination: Cascading is 
a red herring without theoretical or practical 
significance
– Lack of theoretical support for optimality of non-cascading 

commodity taxes
– At the other extreme, GST dealers lose no sleep over 

cascading.
– Real world GST will not put an end to cascading

• Opposed interests of input suppliers who pay GST, 
and input buyers who get the input tax credit make the 
GST partly "self enforcing", reducing tax evasion.
– In developing countries this advantage is largely offset (or 

possibly overturned) by fake tax invoices and poor ability of 
tax administrations to detect false input tax credit claims (e.g. 
CAG, 2010)

Practical yardstick to assess taxes: 
The BBLR Rule

• Widely accepted tax design thumb rule for 
developing countries (e.g. Bird, 2010): 
– BBLR: Have taxes with Broad Bases making Low tax 

Rates possible without revenue sacrifice. 

• Low tax rates should
– Reduce economic distortion

– Reduce tax evasion and avoidance

– Reduce government revenue risk from each instance 
of non-compliance. 
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GST: The major flaw
• GST itself violates BBLR and has a narrow 

base.

• Because it gives registered GST dealers (i.e. 

businesses liable for GST) a 100 percent credit for input 
taxes paid by their suppliers
– For example a 20% tax credit would result in a larger 

base permitting lower revenue neutral tax rates

GST: “positives” that accord with BBLR

• Extending the base of the Central Excise from 
manufacturers to distributors, wholesalers and 
retailers 

• Unifying currently separate taxation of goods 
and services

• For States, allowing taxation of services in 
addition to goods under a single tax
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Why the “positives” are actually negatives in India
• Central and State tax administrations will be inadequately prepared 

for the GST (CAG, 2010)

• The Central Excise will have many new GST dealers from 
wholesale and retail sectors, sectors which excise administration is 
not familiar with.  (Kavita Rao)

• State VAT administrations have no experience taxing services. 
(Kavita Rao)

• To avoid serious revenue loss and dealer compliance costs,  
administrative reorganisation, business process re-engineering, 
upgraded IT support, and staff training are needed but are not being 
adequately pursued. (CAG, 2010)

• Even a tax with partial input tax credits will be “self enforcing” while 
having a broader base than the GST – in line with BBLR. (My major 
revenue suggestion)

Revenue Gain from VAT Adoption 
Keen and Lockwood (2007) (Percent of GDP)

Region Number of: countries 
gaining revenue 

from the VAT 
(countries losing 

revenue) 

Average 
gain (%) 

Sub-Saharan Africa 11 (14) -0.81  
Asia and Pacific 19 (3) 2.10 
Americas 14 (9) 0.51 
EU (+ Norway and Switzerland) 17(0) 4.15 
North Africa and Middle East 3 (2) 0.45 
Small Islands 8 (0) 4.03 
Estimated with panel data for 143 countries having at least 10 years of data between 1975 and 
2000. The authors also estimate predicted revenue gain from VAT adoption for countries not 
having a VAT. 
Revenue variable: tax-GDP ratio pre- and post-VAT. 

 28 of the 100 countries lost revenue with VAT
Caveat: Some reforms were meant to be 
revenue neutral but increase GDP growth
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Revenue productivity of the (goods only) 
VAT in Indian States (Das-Gupta, EPW, forthcoming)

• Examined ST/GSDP, SORR/GSDP, ST and SORR buoyancy wrt GSDP and 
ST/SORR pre- and post-VAT for 23 states including 3 combined states.

– (ST: Sales Tax/VAT revenue; SORR: State's Own Revenue Receipts).
– Results for 3 states, AP, Arunachal, Sikkim, were internally inconsistent. 
– Study shares methodological limitations with Keen-Lockwood

• VAT revenue performance was positive in 14 of 23 jurisdictions including 6 
of 10 major states. 
– Of these, in 3 states (2 major) gains were small (under 1%). 
– In 3 other states (2 major) VAT gains were eroded by poor performance 

of other state revenue sources. 
• Appreciable VAT era revenue gains only made in  2 major states 

(Haryana and Orissa) and 6 other states (Assam, HP, J&K, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram) out of a total of 23 states.

• The share of Sales Tax in SORR increased in only 11 of 23 states, including 4 major 
states, after VAT introduction and reduced in 2 states (1 major). 

• CAG (2010) identifies administrative weakness and tax evasion as
major reason for this
– Gives a long list of prior administrative reforms needed for 

effective administration of the planned GST

What is public waste and how to 
reduce it?
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a. Dimensions of public waste
• Public sector is too large

– Preempts too many private sector resources for low value public 
goods/services/activities (“outputs” for short)

– May disagree with including this in waste

• Public sector resource allocation is unbalanced: Too much 
of some outputs (CWG, leader’s statues) to little of others (food 
security)

• Some outputs are not ideal for the achievement of 
intended developmental outcomes
– E.g. tertiary instead of primary rural health services to reduce IMR/MMR

• The economic cost per unit of output is too high
– Treatment of pure transfer element of bribes a problem

UNFORTUNATELY EVEN THE FOURTH, NARROW, 
DIMENSION OF PUBLIC WASTE IS DIFFICULT TO 
QUANTIFY (example next slide)

Example: Assessing waste/performance of 
India’s family welfare programme

• Study by Arokiaswamy et. al. EPW, 2011
• Objective “…trends in expenditure on family welfare programme vis-

à-vis performance in programme related indicators” after family 
planning was replaced by reproductive and child health programme
(RCH) in 1997.

• Paper counts indicators where “progress” improved pre and post 
1996-97 given that real expenditure more than doubled:
– Marriage and fertility: 5 indicators
– Family planning: 7 indicators
– Maternal and child health: 12 indicators

• Also 3 sample indicators (% coverage) studied versus TOTAL (WPI 
deflated) expenditure (comment: indicators analogous to joint 
products but not measured in output units)
– Couple Protection Rate (CPR)
– Full immunisation
– Institutional deliveries

• Also examines expenditure trends versus IMR and TFR trends
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Example: Assessing waste/performance of 
India’s family welfare programme - 2

• Reaches negative conclusion about RCH performance because 
despite doubling of (real) expenditure

– Progress rates for 14 of 24 indicators failed to improve post-RC
– % coverage in sample indicators decreased in one case (immunisation) and 

was “stagnant” in another (CPR)
– IMR and TFR decline rates did not accelerate

• Study limitations: 
1. Even if indicators are taken as outputs, study does not/cannot match outputs 

with outlays
2. Does not look at inputs unit costs/prices given the heads under which inputs 

are classified but merely uses the WPI to deflate expenses. Does not look for 
an input-output relationship (joint production function)

3. Does not look for an outlay-input relationship
4. Does not look at output in “physical units” (e.g. couples protected) – so 

measured performance is influenced by changes in the denominator (couples 
to be protected)

5. Above 4 points means that waste and inefficiency cannot clearly be identified
6. In addition, study does not establish the link (if any) between outputs and 

ultimate outcomes

Brief assessment of current Indian financial 
practices in government

• With current government input or line item
budgeting and cash accounting
– Only some public outputs are quantifiably 

identified… others are poorly identified if at all 

– Even rough estimates of unit economic costs 
(where outputs are identified) are not possible

• Most Central ministries have annual "outcome budgets" 
and performance reports since 2005 

• These are 

– non-transparent 

– do not enable public performance, waste and unit 
costs to be assessed. 
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An approach to waste reduction: 
“New Public Management”

(NPM) labels the four types of waste identified as
– Aggregate Fiscal Indiscipline
– Strategic Resource Misallocation
– Ineffective Service Delivery
– Inefficient Service Delivery

• The aim of reform of fiscal institutions in NPM is to reduce public 
waste through…
– Aggregate Fiscal Discipline
– Strategic Allocation of Resources
– Effective and Efficient Service Delivery
– Transparency and Clarity

These principles are also the basic economic principles of 
government budgeting

What are the basic economic 
principles of the government budget?
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What Aggregate Fiscal Discipline means
in basic public finance

What Aggregate Fiscal Discipline means…
public waste (other than through aggregate indiscipline) 

should reduce the optimal budget

a’

b’
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The economic cost of government services/publicly 
provided goods = Private goods sacrificed

receipts

At the margin the cost (private goods sacrificed) should equal the 
marginal benefit from public spending (valued in comparable units)

In an ideal world Aggregate Fiscal Discipline seeks to ensure a budget 
with the Marginal Cost of Funds (MCF) = Marginal Benefit from Public 

Expenditure (MBP)

The optimal government budget
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Strategic Allocation of Resources (SAR)

• Requires that (under standard assumptions as to divisibility 

and smoothness) the Marginal Benefit from Public 
Expenditure (MBP) of each government 
provided output be equal

MBP1 = MBP2 = MBP3 = etc.
• A similar principle (equal MCFs) is applicable for 

reliance on different sources of funds (tax, debt, 
seignorage, etc) - (discussed later)

• Achieving approximate SAR in practice:
– Output budgeting (New Zealand)

– Efficiency dividends (Australia, Singapore, etc).

Effective and Efficient Service Delivery

• Evidence based linking of outputs with ultimate 
development outcomes
– Through research studies
– Output budgeting
– Performance audits

• Minimum private goods sacrifice per rupee of 
public output  (and also per rupee of resources raised)
– Move to accrual accounting
– Value for Money audits
– Effective anti-corruption institutions

• Includes reducing corruption induced red-tape (a la Banerjee
1997)
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Key preconditions 
(& medium term reform goals for India)

• Comprehensive budgets
– No off budget items (Extra Budgetary Funds or EBFs, contingent 

liabilities, quasi-fiscal outlays, etc)
– No earmarking
– Full recognition of tax expenditures
– Output budgeting

• Measurement of true economic cost of government outputs. Key 
ingredients:
– Clear, quantifiable, identification of outputs
– Accrual accounting

• Including balance sheet to track capital input costs
– Method to measure (economic) UNIT COST of each government output
– Better accountability via 

• Effective internal management controls 
• Effective external audit.

• More effective independent and grass roots monitoring
procedures of outputs of  social and economic programmes to limit 
leakages

Theory
• Need 

– Much more work on budget theory and evidence:

– more general (many-period, many-good) budget 
allocation models 

• with micro-macro links

– performance measurement theory
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What major non- or less distorting public 
revenue sources are available?

Negative or low MCF revenue sources
• Non-inflationary seignorage

• Pigouvian taxes for goods causing negative 
externalities – double dividend

• Non-tax revenue sources
– Sale of use rights – spectrum auctions

– Fines and penalties

– User charges

• Earning from investments
– Sovereign wealth funds

• Land taxes?
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Equal MCF rule
• Since (eg) seignorage and possibly Pigouvian taxes and 

penalties may have initially negative MCFs, there may 
be a corner solution if the govt budget is not too large

• Corner solution may also (in practice does) exist in 
resource rich countries where resources are publicly 
owned
– Despite the natural resource curse hypothesis (Collier, Moore) 

• With larger budgetary size the equal MCF rule may 
justify some use of 
– Inflationary finance

– Debt finance

– Public sector production

What is non-tax revenue?

• System of National Accounts, UN etc, 1993:
"Taxes are compulsory, unrequited payments, in cash 

or kind made by institutional units to government 
units". 

• Therefore non-tax revenue = payments made 
to the government that are:

i.   Voluntary and requited, 
ii.  Compulsory and requited, and
iii. Voluntary and unrequited. 

• Excludes “capital receipts”: government 
borrowing, money creation,  receipts from asset 
sales.
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scope

i. Voluntary requited payments (includes major 
types of non-tax revenue)
revenue from asset exploitation (fees, charges, royalty, dividends, 

tolls, interest, auction proceeds)

revenue from sale of goods and services (fees, user charges)

revenue from sale of licences for regulated activities. (licence fees, 
permits, registration fees)

ii. Compulsory requited payments
fines and penalties

iii. Voluntary, unrequited payments
voluntary contributions to government

unclaimed deposits or unclaimed excess payments for services

Importance: globalisation

• Several international tax experts caution:*

– Globalisation is increasing tax competition among nations
• Eroding the ability of nations to tax mobile capital, skilled 

labour and foot-loose industries…
– Burden of taxes will increasingly fall on immobile unskilled labour
– Must pay more attention to non-tax revenue

*   Owens (1993), Tanzi and Zee (2000), Zagaris (2001), Lodin (2002), Muten (2002), 
McLure (2004), Huber and Runkel (2004).
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e.g. proactive Singapore...

• Has reduced personal income tax rates in steps beginning 
in Budget 2002…
– “...the reductions will cement Singapore’s position as having one of 

the most competitive and attractive tax regimes in the world”
• Among pioneers to systematically exploit non-tax revenue…

– Vehicle Quota Licensing system*
– “The Government would in fact be running persistent budget deficits 

if not for the Net Investment Income (NII) contribution from past 
reserves.”

– “Singapore’s reserves, built up over time, have therefore provided a 
fiscal buffer that allows the Government to enhance Singapore’s 
competitiveness by lowering taxes,...”

*: Contributed 7.6% of operating revenue in 1993-94 (Phang and Asher 
(1997)

** Source of quotes: http://www.mof.gov.sg/budget_2005/budget_speech/downloads/ 
FY2005_Budget_Highlights.pdf
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What is the Global Fiscal Commons? 
What are key elements of a strategy to 

protect national interest in it?

The global fiscal commons
• “potentially taxable entities or transactions with some characteristic 

involving more than one jurisdiction”
• Acceptable characteristics are those that permit jurisdictions to claim 

“economic allegiance” of an economic activity (Bird and Mintz, 
2003).
– Such as purchase, sale, trans-shipment, source, residence or 

ownership. 
• Entities include multinational business, “footloose” industries, cross-

border portfolio investors, FDI investors, and mobile skilled workers 
or professionals. 
– also those engaged in illicit activities such as drug trade, human and 

organ trafficking and terrorism. 
• There is no universally accepted norm for sharing property rights in 

the fiscal commons between countries. 
• Major means of sharing property rights: bilateral Double Tax 

Avoidance Treaties (DTAAs)
– Major avoidance channel: Setting up subsidiaries in tax havens
– Also where secrecy laws are strong, major cross-border evasion 

channel 
• (OFCs versus tax havens)
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The problem with tax treaties
• The "existing tax consensus" and most tax treaties following OECD/UN 

Model conventions broadly allocate the right to tax "active" income to 
source countries and

• "passive incomes" like dividends, royalty, capital gains, and interest 
allocated to the  residence country of the receiver. 
– Taxing business income of non-residents linked to the concept of “permanent 

establishment”

• DTAAs typically lower taxes in capital importing countries by substituting 
residence taxation for source taxation of capital income such as interest, 
dividends, royalties and capital gains.

• Only a capital exporting country that has high (equilibrium) taxes on 
domestic income compared to treaty partners can gain from a DTAA. (Das-
Gupta, 2012)

• limited international evidence (Neumayer, 2007): FDI flows to low income 
developing countries are not  sufficient to justify revenue loss via DTAAs. 

• only middle income developing countries receive more FDI with DTAAs: but 
may or may not offset revenue loss (Neumayer, 2007)

• Policy implication: Capital importing countries shou ld be wary of 
signing DTAAs: The tax rate game should be analysed first.
– Was India overzealous in signing so many DTAAs?

tax havens
• Tax avoidance opportunities, inter alia, arise from residence country 

tax provisions in treaties. 
• Due to the interaction of DTAAs and tax havens, countries (India 

included) claim to lose a large amount of revenue on cross-border 
transactions. 

• Commons entities can engage in a variety of tax avoidance 
strategies to reduce taxes. Important examples:
– routing financial flows through entities legally resident in a tax haven, 
– thin capitalisation, 
– transfer pricing, 
– double dipping, 
– hybrid entities and timing arbitrage, 
– round-tripping
– treaty shopping.

• DTAAs can facilitate round-tripping and treaty shopping 
– besides thin capitalization and double-dipping.
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What India is doing and should do
• Did major Indian blunders occurred before UPA government era by 

overzealous signing of 70 tax treaties without realising that this reduces 
sovereign fiscal space?
– Need a careful strategic analysis and data on revenue/income/investment impact 

of treaties

• India is doing a lot on paper:
– Renegotiation of tax treaties

– Signing of Tax Information Exchange Agreements

– Signing the banking transparency convention

– FATF membership

– Revision of own tax laws to reduce transfer pricing, routing income through tax 
havens, reducing grey areas of taxation

• No overall strategy (e.g. White Paper) and no recognition of harmful effects 
of current tax treaties
– Specific point on round tripping: Given treaty shopping, India should renegotiate 

DTAAs that specify low withholding rates in India, to bring them on par to rates 
on similar income in other DTAAs. 

– Or if possible, to curb round tripping, concessional tax rates on non-resident 
income should go or be buttressed by an effective beneficial ownership rule. 

Annexes
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Thank you

Short term budget reform suggestions for India
1. Improve accounting and transparency

• Implement Twelfth Finance Commission’s suggestions for 
supplementary statements annexed to budgets

• Set time bound road map to move to accrual accounting 
– Upgrade GASAB (General Accounting Standards Advisory Board - under CAG)

and rethink its role and membership
– Move immediately from cash to cash + commitment accounts
– Extend the scope of the “Statement of Assets” to all departments 
– Improve tax expenditure estimation and include it in total expenditure
– Consider reserve provisioning for contingent and implicit liabilities
– Review/develop accounting procedures and standards for PPPs
– Introduce parallel accrual accounts and unit cost estimation for

• Selected flagship programmes (so that capital services/depreciation costs are 
reflected)

• New PPP projects
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Short term budget reform suggestions for India
2. Improve outlay, output and outcome links

• More systematic (research) studies on the link between outputs and 
ultimate developmental outcomes

• Improve specification of outputs of different ministries, programmes
and expenditures generally

• Estimate unit cost of outputs despite cash accounting limitations
• Specify budgetary outlays in terms of unit costs
• Formalise internal management and external audit procedures for 

performance assessment
• Give States grants to implement budgeting and expenditure reforms 

in accordance with a time-line

Important aspect of non-tax revenue that is a part 
of standard public economics:  pricing policies for 

government 

• Non-uniform pricing strategies:
– price discrimination
– peak-load pricing
– two- or multi-part tariffs
– mixed or pure bundling and tying
– bulk sales and purchases

• Product differentiation
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Major ongoing revenue reforms

• Reform Direct Taxes: The Direct Taxes Code 
Bill
– Revamp provisions and administrative tracking of 

international transactions

• Reform Non-tax Revenue
– Transparent auction of government property and 

licenses (2G & 3G spectrum, mining, land)

• Reform Capital Receipts
– by extensive use of Public Private Partnerships 

(PPPs)

• Reform Indirect Taxes 
– The Goods and Services Tax (GST)


